Stripped: The Complete Collection (Tease)

Travis Brantley, the sexy rock musician
from Tease, wants nothing more than to
finally get his big break. When he lands a
record deal with a major label, Travis is
convinced all his dreams are about to come
true. His dream turns into a nightmare
when he is sent on tour with a pop princess
who is more auto-tuned than talent. Kristen
Holt may have a beautiful face, but the
electronically
garbled
music
and
nonexistent clothing are more show than
substance. While her body is sexy as sin,
Travis is convinced shes nothing more than
another dead-end on his road to obscurity.
When Kristen sheds the the Pop Princess
persona designed by the label and goes
indie, she captures the attention of the
audience, and the sexy rocker who never
bothered to give her the time of day.
Singing a stripped down acoustic song with
him in front an eager crowd, their musical
and
sexual
chemistry
explodes,
skyrocketing them on a fiery two week
publicity tourand into an intense love affair
that takes them both by surprise. With the
label breathing down Traviss neck,
Kristens mysterious connections, and an
overeager group of paparazzi, their two
week tour comes with a lot of strings and a
lot of passionand it will change everything.
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